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Culture Capital

Reality with a twist
For years now, controversies have shad-
owed him. He seems unconcerned, dis-
missing protests as the resort of those 
who do not understand art.

He holds up his newly acquired Qatari 
passport and the Overseas Citizen of India 
card.“Nothing has changed; I can come 
and go as I please. The only difference is 
I cannot vote in India. But I never did, so 
I haven't lost anything,” he grins.

And really nothing has changed. He 
draws inspiration from frequent motion, 
from not being tied down to any place or 
environment. “I don't have a permanent 
studio anywhere. I love to travel, I can't 
stay in one place for more than two weeks 
at a time,” he says.

Travelling is far more comfortable now, 

but even when he did not 
have the means he moved 
around. "I lost my mother 
when I was just one and a 
half. When you don't have 
a mother you are finished. 
So I moved. I moved from 
city to city and within 
cities."

And everywhere he 
went, every moment he 
experienced, he found an 
interpretation on canvas.

“I saw reality, but I 
transformed and restruc-
tured it and presented 

that in my work. When I visited Mother 
Theresa in 1979, I did not paint what I 
saw there, I painted my interpretation of 
that reality.”

All those realities, over decades of 
travel, are registered in his 'God-given 
memory', he says.  “Now people take a 
photograph, enlarge it, and then turn it 
into a painting. I am not against it. I am 
not going to say only the conventional is 
best, simply because I have revolted all 
my life. But using photography is not my 
style. The reality is in my mind. I sketch it 
and use that to develop my art.”

Missing the trappings of fame
In his West Bay villa, he is working on the 
series of paintings that trace the history of 
Arab civilization, commissioned by HH 
Sheikha Mozah bint Nasser Al Missned.

Except for the bedroom, every other 
inch of space houses easels, works in 
progress, old paintings, tubs of paints and 
brushes. There is a certain sanctity sur-
rounding the studio.

The home of the iPhone-toting, Bugatti-
driving, often barefooted painter is with-
out the trappings of the rich and famous. 

There is no security to frisk you. The 
doors are wide open. Syed the driver is 
out on an errand. Irfan, his man friday 
lays out a warm welcome. From Baroda, 
the hometown of 'baba', Irfan seems unaf-
fected by the palatial lodgings complete 
with plush cars in the patio and a private 
swimming pool in the backyard.

A detachment from the surroundings, 
probably influenced by his master.

Since 'baba' was still napping, Irfan gets 
chatty. He is a painter too, he reveals with 
great pride. In fact, his entire family is. 
“My grandfather, my father, I – we all are 
house painters.” As an afterthought, he 
adds “Of course what baba does is more 
difficult, because he has to sketch.” 

With all the doors wide open, the space 
in the villa is welcoming. One could get a 
feel of the place without snooping around 
– moving between the foyer and the stu-
dio, the rest of the ‘used’ house is clearly 
visible. The bedroom is sparse, with a 
large television in one end, and a prayer 
mat in another, facing Mecca.

Not all paintings strewn around the 
place – almost carelessly – were painted 
recently.

M F Hussain’s fascination with cinema is no secret. His obsession with a certain 
Bollywood heroine – Madhuri Dixit – resulted in Gajagamini, a self-funded ven-
ture. “When done well and creatively, a film is a complete medium. It combines 
music, literature, art, architecture. Commercial cinema is an abuse of that creativ-
ity.” With unfettered enthusiasm he talks of the film he hopes to launch by the 
year-end. "It's a comedy. A silent film. Like what Buster Keaton did. I've been 
working on the script for 6-7 years now."

Since it's a silent movie, no spoken word that is, he says it can be made any-
where. And who will be the star of comedy-dot-com (that's what the movie has 
been registered as)?

“I would like Vidya Balan, but let's see if she would like to...”
Though he was vocal at one point about his Madhuri fixation, he does not men-

tion a name when asked who to his eyes was the most beautiful woman now. 
Tongue-in-cheek, he says "Beauty also travels. Beauty is there till a certain age 
and then it fades. It's the beauty of character that leaves a mark forever."

Cinema onCe aGain: ComedY-dot-Com, starrinG VidYa Balan?

  M F Hussain posing with his Qatari 
passport and Overseas Citizen of India 

document

A peek into his studio

i wish I had another 100 years,” he says, not seek-
ing immortality, but merely more time to realise his 
endless dreams. It becomes evident after an hour 
in his company, that his ‘God-given photographic 
memory’ and unbridled enthusiasm ensure his 
thoughts and ideas, his words and actions, are under 

no threat of becoming jaded.

Never ‘bored for even a second', and those who do he says 
are merely being lazy.

Maqbool Fida Hussain, one of the best known living art-
ists, has shied away from neither criticism nor a media byte. 
At 95, he still celebrates the opportunities showered on him, 
and invokes with every other breath, either God or the rich-
ness of the country of his birth.

By Vani Saraswathi

M F HUSSAIN
A 100 MORE YEARS 
OF DREAMING AND 
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Hussain later shows those he carried 
with him from India – the one of Mother 
Theresa, for instance.

There are several that have drawn inspi-
ration from India, its mythology – none 
close to being controversial. There is a 
vivid Buddhist rendition, which the pho-
tographer, who belongs to the faith, im-
mediately identifies with. Then there are 
those that tug at your heartstrings – chil-
dren playing with their mother, another of 
a mother holding up her baby. 

The Arab Civilization series
The most moving is that of a group of 
women in blue, mourning over the body 
of a child. ‘Palestine Blue’ is the name of 
the work, and is one of the series of 99 on 

Arab civilisation. That im-
agery stays with you – the grief of the fea-
tureless women is searing.

“The series will cover not Muslims 
alone. That's just in the last 1,500 years. 
Arab heritage dates back to Babylon. A 
lot of research has gone into this project 
to trace the history of Arabs – the Jews, 
the Christians and the Muslims,” he says.

Strength of creative force
On continuing with work, regardless of 
the controversies that keep him com-

pany, he stresses the need 
for strength. “It's not easy. 
When you do something dif-
ferent, unconventional, there 
will be opposition. That's al-
ways been the case. You have 
to keep fighting... but you have 
to use your work as a weapon. 
I cannot use the means that 
politicians use. I can only build 
a body of work that will fight for 
me.”

His tone changes from ex-
citement to impassion. “India 
has 5,000 years of culture and 
heritage. For hundreds of years 
so many forces have come in – the 
Christians, the Mughals, the Brit-
ish. They were all absorbed, not 
thrown out like in Iran, for exam-
ple. For thousands of years they've 
lived together. India is a composite 
culture, which has evolved over the 
years. Nowhere else in the world 
will you find this. 

“The active force of creativity con-
tinued. No one can stop that. The power 
of what you create, if it is great, it will 
stand the test of time. If it's weak, it will 
fail in its own lifetime. These people 
(protestors) do not understand the mod-
ern language of art. If I had done some-
thing to hurt someone, then why didn't 
the Hindu Dharam Gurus or the Shanka-
racharya speak against me? Why are only 
politicians objecting? Art is ahead of its 
time, maybe they will understand 10 - 20 
years hence.”

During the interview, Syed brings him 
a print out of an email. He waves the pa-
per, “The British Parliament is honouring 
me with a lifetime achievement award.”

The irony is not lost on him as he 
chuckles. After all, some of his earli-
est works were distinctly anti-British,  
mocking the Raj and its stooges.

He answers a call on one of his two iP-
hones. A self-professed gadget freak, he 
says he enjoys the touch screen interface. 
“I love gadgets and cars. Because of my 
cataract I can no longer drive. I am crazy 
about driving, and I've driven all around 
the world. I am getting my Bugatti from 
Dubai...”

Another 100 years n

limited edition imprints
"For those with more taste than money"
M F Hussain will be debuting a limited edition 
of imprints in the UAE in April. The limited edi-
tion imprints collection comprises of 80 different 
pieces of which there are just 10 copies for sale, 
each of which is numbered and signed. "A print is 
for people with more taste than money. Originals 
have become so expensive; I can't afford my own 
paintings." 

The imprints will be on sale during the exhibi-
tion and at viewings after that. Private appoint-
ments can be made through Ayesha Chopra on 
mobile +97150 2055975. Ayesha and her hus-
band Aman Chopra are the driving force be-
hind the unique exhibition concept. 

A model of a work in progress, being designed by Hussain on man's aspirations in 
mobility and flight. A flying Abbas Ibn Firnas (810-887 AD), the first Arab to attempt 

flying. A model of Leonardo Da Vinci's flying machine, and the trademark horses. 
The actual piece of art will span over 110 feet, and will be displayed in Qatar.


